Dallas Dobbs House segregated—
Negro paper in Dallas (Dallas Sepia) is pro-movement and quite radical—
would be willing to do stories on south—
there is a Negro and a white chamber of commerce—
Tom on Bishop College campus
Thinking about having sit-ins by at Dobbs House when Chico returns.
There will be a conference of students at Bishop and Arlington State when
Chico comes (Sunday)—
2527 Ross Avenue—Dallas Sepia (pub’d by Davis and Assoc.) RI 2-4155

Jackson: Canton
Henry Lee Chinn, 24, Canton resident arrested today for distributing leaflets
(total of 35 14 arrested since Tuesday

Hattiesburg:
Moses trial— trial yesterday—
60 days, $200 on the disturbing the peace charge (state charge)
he is due to be tried on Monday on the city charge (interfering with an officer)

Oscar Chase's trial has been continued to Monday as well.
today, more picketing and standing waiting to register.

Jackson: Canton
this morning the mothers of Barbara Jackson and Patricia Morris went to see
them in jail and were not allowed to see them.

17 Arrested in 2 days.

1/24 Canton arrests —
Henry Chinn, don't know charge.

Carl Merritt — "Crippled, defense of a child"
Bobby (Barbara Jane Robinson is alive) $500 prop.
Arrested in the Freedom House
all arrested in vicinity of Freedom House,

in while starting out to Canton—
paid it. was absolutely difficult get prop here. in rust.

Vanier College, Cincinnati
new house corps. works (Miss B. will —)